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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
1. Answer any ten of the following questions selecting the correct option :

1×10

(a) According to Annambhatta, the Kara a of anumiti is
(i) vy ptij na
(iii) par mar a

(ii) pak adharmat j

na

(iv) None of these.

(b) The properties, which are responsible for the validity of a Kevalavy tirek hetu are
(i) two
(ii) three
(iii) four
(iv) five.
(c) ‘Pak adharmat ’ is
(i) the cognition of the relation of hetu in pak a.
(ii) the cognition of the relation of s dhya in pak a.
(iii) the cognition of the relation of hetu and s dhya.
(iv) None of these.
(d) Vy pyatv siddha hetu is
(i) sop dhika
(iii) valid

(ii) nirup dhika
(iv) None of these.

(e) Siddhi, in the origination of anumiti, is
(i) uttejaka
(ii) pratibandhaka
(iii) both uttejaka and pratibandhaka (iv) None of these.
(f) Tat tvam asi (that thou art) is an example of which type of lak a ?
(i) jahat
(ii) ajahat
(iii) jahatajahat
(iv) None of these.
(g) ‘V tti’ according to Ny ya is of
(i) one type
(iii) three types
(h)

akti is known by
(i) single means
(iii) eight means

(ii) two types
(iv) four types.
(ii) four means
(iv) None of these.

(i) How many up dhis are mentioned in D pik ?
(i) one
(ii) two
(iii) three
(iv) four.
(j) According to Ny ya, the validity of cognition is known through
(i) perception
(ii) inference
(iii) analogy
(iv) verbal testimony.
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(k) According to Ny ya, in addition to the common causal conditions of cognition, the validity of cognition
is originated
(i) by Gu a
(ii) by Do a
(iii) both by Gu a and Do a
(iv) None of these.
(l) The supporter of ‘Triput pratyak a’ is
(i) Naiy yika
(iii) Bh tta M m

saka

(ii) Pr bh kar M m
(iv) Mi ra M m

saka

saka.

2. Answer any five questions of the following briefly :

5×5

(a) Discuss the nature of Pak at .
(b) Distinguish between Keval nvay and Kevalavy tirek inference.
(c) Give a brief exposition of the properties, which are conducive for the validity of an anvaya-vy tirek
hetu.
(d) Indicate with suitable example, the distinction between s dh ra a savy bhic ra and virudhha
hetv bh sa.
(e) Explain with examples, the concept of Pak a, Sapak a and Bipak a according to Tarkasa graha.
(f) Discuss with example, the definition of lak

a.

(g) Discuss briefly, the nature of ak k , yogyat and sannidhi.
(h) Explain, with example, the definition of Upamiti given in Tarkasa graha.
3. Answer in detail any two of the following questions :
(a) Give the definition of Vy pti, following Tarkasa graha and D pik . Discuss in this connection,
how do we know Vy pti.
7+8
(b) Discuss the nature of sv rth numiti and par rth numiti. Indicate, in this connection, the nature and
function of each avayava of par rth numiti.
7+8
(c) Give the definition of ‘ akti’ following Tarkasa graha and D pik . What is meant by akti? —
Discuss in the context, the dispute between Ny ya and M m s .
6+9
(d) How the validity of cognition is known? Discuss in this context, the difference of opinion between
Naiy yikas and M m sakas in detail.
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